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Alternative Energy Edition 1. (3 Volume set)Thomson Gale, 2006
"The editors ably achieve their goal of showing students the connections between science and people's lives in the nineteenth century, thus helping to make both science and history more relevant to their own."
  --  ARBA (2002) (ARBA 20030201)

"These volumes offer a perspective on how scientific...
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Veterinary Virology, Third EditionAcademic Press, 1999

	Completely rewritten, this edition has expanded coverage of zoonotic viruses and the diseases they cause, and viruses and viral diseases of laboratory animals, poultry, fish, and wildlife. The concept of new emerging and reemerging viral diseases reflects the new perspective this concept has brought to veterinary and zoonotic virology and...
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Macromedia Flash Communication Server MXMacromedia Press, 2002
Flash Communicator Server MX is  your complete guide to integrating rich media and real-time collaboration into  your applications with Flash Communication Server MX! It includes 10 quick steps  for getting started and covers ActionScripting, Flash Remoting, and other key  implementation issues...
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Security and Usability: Designing Secure Systems That People Can UseO'Reilly, 2005
Human factors and usability issues have traditionally played a limited role in security research and secure systems development. Security experts have largely ignored usability issues--both because they often failed to recognize the importance of human factors and because they lacked the expertise to address them.
 		
...
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Game Developer's Market Guide (Game Development)Premier Press, 2003
This book is for everyone involved in game development and for those who
want to break into the industry.
Calling someone a “game developer” covers a lot of territory. A developer might be
an artist making 3D models; a producer handling external development; a level
designer or composer; a programmer or writer. The...
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Hack the Stack: Using Snort and Ethereal to Master the 8 Layers of an Insecure NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2006

	This book looks at network security in a new and refreshing way. It guides readers step-by-step through the "stack" -- the seven layers of a network. Each chapter focuses on one layer of the stack along with the attacks, vulnerabilities, and exploits that can be found at that layer. The book even includes a chapter on the mythical...
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Digital Literacy: Tools and Methodologies for Information SocietyIGI Global, 2008
Currently in a state of cultural transition, global society is moving from a literary society to digital one, adopting widespread use of advanced technologies such as the Internet and mobile devices. Digital media has an extraordinary impact on society s formative processes, forcing a pragmatic shift in their management and organization....
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Deafness and Challenging Behaviour: The 360° PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Challenging behaviours, such as aggression and violence, are more common in deaf people than hearing people. Filling a crucial gap in the international market, this book will appeal equally to those who work occasionally or entirely with Deaf or hearing impaired client groups of all ages.    

    Multi-disciplinary professionals with...
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Conflict Resolution at Work For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	A practical workplace guide to handling conflict effectively


	Managing employees and encouraging them to work together toward a common goal is an essential skill that all leaders should possess. Conflict Resolution at Work For Dummies provides the tools and advice you need to restore peace, train your colleagues to get along...
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Beginning C++ Through Game Programming, Third EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Cutting-edge computer games rival the best that Hollywood has to offer in visual effects, musical score, and pure adrenaline rush. But games are a form of entertainment unlike any other; they can keep players glued to their monitors for hours on end. What sets games apart and makes them so engrossing is interactivity. In a computer game, you...
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Beyond Constructivism: Models and Modeling Perspectives on Mathematics Problem Solving, Learning, and TeachingRoutledge, 2003


	This book evolved out of research that began more than 25 years ago, based on a

	National Science Foundation-supported project investigating the question: what

	is needed, beyond having a mathematical idea that enables students to use it in

	everyday problem-solving situations! (Lesh, Landau, & Hamilton, 1983). Large

	portions...
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Computer Systems: A Programmer's Perspective (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	
		This book (CS:APP) is for computer scientists, computer engineers, and others

	
		who want to be able to write better programs by learning what is going on “under
	
		the hood” of a computer system.
	


	
		Our aim is to explain the enduring concepts underlying all...
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